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III. Summary  
 

 

This project aims to build an online cultural platform for the Basque Country, 

addressing two main issues. Firstly, filling the existing void of a site that covers all the 

provinces. Secondly, bridging the existing gap originated by the use of different languages 

by providing static and dynamic translation to all the details within an event. 

 

In order to accomplish the above stated, requirements will be gathered to assess 

users’ needs. At the same time, this project will define the layout and design, and the 

desired behavior of its features. Finally, it will attempt to address the configuration needed to 

achieve a high score in nowadays top search engines. 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1. Background 

 

Euskal Herria is the 

homeland of the Basque 

people. With an estimated 

population around 3 million, it 

is comprised of seven 

regions in two different 

countries. The northern part 

is situated in the French 

western Pyrenees while the 

rest sits in Spain, along the 

Atlantic coast. Moreover, the 

four Spanish provinces are 

run by two different 

autonomous communities, 

Basque and Navarre [1]. As confusion may arise between the Autonomous Basque 

Community and the Basque Country as a whole, I will refer to the second one using its 

Basque nomenclature, Euskal Herria. 

 

The latter facts may lead to a picture of Euskal Herria as a ruptured society. 

However, there is one key factor that builds it as a whole, its culture. The ancient Basque 

culture, dated from pre-Indo-European times [2] has suffered attacks but has never been 

overtaken. It seems reasonable to argue that this is due to its language, Basque. Despite the 

fact that this language is only spoken by the 32% of the Basque society [3], one has to take 

into consideration some figures that show that the number of Basque speakers has been 

increasing recently. This could be seen as a result of the fact that, during the 40 years of 

dictatorship in Spain(1939-1975),  it was illegal for Basque to be instructed [4], decreasing 

its use even in the domains of family and friendship [5]. After the end of the dictatorship, 

Spain became a democratic state again. Since then, Euskal Herria has been working to 

recover its cultural heritage, despite borders and/or languages. 

 

This project intends to deliver a website with this same aim, unification of people 

within a culture. This target will be achieved by informing users about cultural events 

!"#$%&'(')'*+,'-.'/$01+2'3&%%"+ 
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happening throughout the entire Euskal Herria, regardless of politics or language. In order to 

reach as many members of the Basque Community as possible the website will include the 

option of being visited in the three different languages spoken in the different areas (French, 

Spanish and Basque). Furthermore, it will be offered to the international community through 

the use of English. 

 

 

1.2. Actual limitations 

 

There is a lack of official information/cultural department that treats Euskal Herria as a 

whole, mainly, due to the fact that there is no government institution that covers all of its 

territories. Instead, there are several different structures that have poor connections between 

them. Thus, this site is devised to overcome those territorial gaps by collecting data from the 

seven provinces and making them available in an online database. Moreover, it will not just 

store official data, but will also cover any kind of cultural event produced by associations, 

communities, neighborhoods, etc. 

 

At present, there is no website that exists that brings the cultures of the various 

communities together.  The existing ones focus on certain regions and/or types of events. In 

addition, they lack language options and event source variety (see section 3.1.1). Thus, this 

website is devised as a platform, where content variety and depth will be built upon 

collaborative work, that reaches the whole of the territory. 

 

This may lead one to think of a social networking type of site. However, a Facebook style 

website could detract users who have no experience in these resources. Therefore, a more 

popular identity design is needed, providing primary focus towards information accessibility. 

 

  

1.3. The proposed site 

 

Some may argue that the result of living in a modern technological society is to use 

the technologies at one’s disposal and with which one is comfortable, to express one’s self 

and reach out to others. This may be as simple as using emails, visiting websites, reading 

blogs, or using mobile phones. In the process, we form social connections, and bonds, and 

networks, and communities that can have real resonance and importance for us. Chayko 

states that “More frequently, more portably than ever before, we form undeniable, if often 

subtle and invisible, social connections with one another” [6]. 
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Hagel & Amstrong [7] described an ‘Online Community’ as a computer mediated 

space where there is a potential for an integration of content and communication with an 

emphasis on member generated content. Hence, that ‘member generated content’ is the 

focus of this project. This website aims to bring users together, in order to build an extent 

database of the existing cultural offer, where the case would be that the site grows and 

shrinks depending on the users input. 

 

A 2008 research carried out by the Basque Government pointed out that 13.656 

events [8] occurred in the Basque Country between January and July same year. Currently, 

there is not one known website that addresses the issue of collecting, ordering and offering 

this type of information. Thus, this projects aims to build a dynamic platform from where 

users can share and receive information while building friendship and understanding with 

others. Designed to overcome political, ideological and territorial issues by providing a place 

in common where every ‘idea’ can be shared. This is not meant to be an online community 

by itself, but rather a tool used by an already existing community, the Basque one. 

 

 

1.4. Motivations 

 

On the one hand, the fact that I belong to this region/culture works as an incentive to 

work on a project that would contribute to the benefit of this community. In order to 

accomplish this, I cannot find a better way than using the knowledge gained during my three 

year degree at Sussex University. On the other hand, there is the personal challenge of 

building a website from the beginning to its completion. Hence, the choice of learning an 

entirely new programming language, as is Ruby on Rails. 

 

 

2. Professional considerations 
 

2.1. Code of conduct 

 

a. “Have due regard for public health, privacy, security and wellbeing of others and the 

environment.” [9] 
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Special effort designated to keep users’ information secure. The site should also 

state that there is no relation between the site itself and the events. Therefore, what users 

do with the information is outside the site remit.   

b. “Have due regard for the legitimate right of Third Parties.” [9] 

No copyright material would be displayed without the consent of the author/s. This 

includes images, audio, video and text among others. 

 

c. “Conduct your professional activities without discrimination on the grounds of sex, 

sexual orientation, marital status, nationality, colour, race, ethnic origin, religion, age 

or disability, or of any other condition or requirement.” [9] 

As events are uploaded by users, these have to be double checked by the admin to 

be sent online. Therefore, the site will pay special attention to only discard events which fail 

to meet the required criteria (area, popular interest!) and not because of any reason stated 

above. Moreover, in an attempt to reach as many people as possible the site will be able to 

perform in four different languages, which are English, French, Basque and Spanish. 

At the same time, any comment of an event that evokes discrimination on those 

grounds would be automatically deleted.  

 

e.  “Respect and value alternative viewpoints and, seek, accept and offer honest 

criticisms of work.” [9] 

Not only for the accomplishment of the project, but also for personal development, 

honest criticism of work is much appreciated. Should experience allow, I would offer the 

same to others. 

 

 

2.2. Code of Practice 

 

“Keep up to date with the threats, vulnerabilities to those threats and the range of 

countermeasures available to avoid, reduce or transfer risk.” [10] 

 

As computing is an ever-developing subject, special care must be taken to reduce 

risks (as users’ data) by being aware of recent threats and their preventions. 
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“Assure yourself of the soundness of your analysis methods; that they will deliver an 

accurate representation of the requirement, enable a seamless transition into design 

and provide a sound basis for testing and acceptance.” [10] 

 

Achievement and accuracy are main factors in this project. Consequently, each part 

is performed assertively. 

 

 

3. Requirements 
 

3.1. Requirement Gathering 

 

 The process of gathering requirements has been divided into two parts. The first one 

includes the research of existing sites related to the topic and their features. While the 

second part collects some qualitative data in order to meet web users’ needs through 

different features. 

 

3.1.1. Existing sites 

 

As part of the research, Official Tourism Information Offices from all around Euskal 

Herria have been contacted in order to be aware of existing sites, as seen in section 

Appendix A. 

 

The resulting pages with the territories they cover are:  

! http://turismo.euskadi.net  - Spanish Basque Country (3 provinces) [11] -see 3.1.1  

! www.biarritz.fr                  - Town of Biarritz, France [12] 

! www.vitoria-gasteiz.org       - Vitoria-Gasteiz city [13] 

! http://www.turismo.navarra.es/   - Community of Navarre [14] 

! www.bearn-basquecountry.com/   - Northern territories(3 provinces) [14] 

! www.bilbao.net                     - Bilbao city [15] 

 

After having analysed the above websites, I found out that they all share the same 

characteristics. They only announce official events created by their institutions. Not offering 

space to social/popular activities or any other event which is not linked to the organisation 

itself. Therefore, other websites (national, international, privately created!) have been 

researched, in order to get a bigger picture. (see 3.1.2 – 3.1.5) 
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3.1.1. Tourism.euskadi.net [16] 

 

 This well-designed and well-

structured website delights the user 

with five available languages (Basque, 

Spanish, English, French and 

German). When following the menu 

‘What to do’ and then, clicking on the 

submenu ‘Programme of Events’, the 

user will be taken to a section where 

highlights of some events currently 

happening can be found. It also gives 

the user the opportunity to scroll 

among the different months of the year 

by using the provided menu. Moreover, 

this website allows the user to search 

an event by typing fields such as 

name, municipality, zone, date and area. 

 

Nonetheless, as this is the official website of the Basque Tourist Information Office, it 

seems to be limited to offering information about official events managed by official 

institutions only (government, councils, etc.). Hence, there is a lack of popular non-

institutionalized events, those organized, for instance, by associations, neighborhoods, 

communities, etc. 

 

3.1.2. Erasmusworld.es [17] 

 

This site is dedicated to Erasmus Students living temporarily in Spain. 

Controversially, it has no more options than the default Spanish language; not taking into 

consideration any of the three other languages spoken in the country (Galician, Catalan and 

Basque); and what seems more important, not giving an English option which may be a 

potential problem for the site, if we pay special attention to the fact that it is aimed at 

international students and new-comers, that most probably do not speak the Spanish 

language fluently. 

!"#$%&'45'6-$%"075&$01+8"59&:'
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It gives the user the possibility 

of surfing along the different counties 

of Spain, in order to acquire 

information about the different events 

taking place in the different towns and 

cities. However, it only displays certain 

events, the ones that happen in a 

yearly basis, supplying name, date and 

province. No other information is 

stated. 

 

Moreover, the site fails to 

inform about casual events, not offering 

detailed information, maps and/or directions to the place and possible links to official pages. 

 

3.1.3. Fiestas.net [18] 

 

A Spanish website that covers all the Basque provinces of the Spanish state, but 

none of the French ones. It keeps records of the most popular events. However, some of 

them (those occurring in a yearly basis) seem to be automatically re-updated every year, 

with no up-to-date information. 

 

 This site allows the user to 

search by province or type of event 

(music, show, tradition, etc.), 

displaying the oncoming ones by 

date. Also, nearby events taking 

place on similar dates can be 

found.  However, most of  them are 

lacking sufficiently detailed 

information of the actual event 

itself. This can be seen in 

examples where only the title is 

displayed..  

 

!"#$%&';5'/%+07$0<-%285&0'
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The choice of an English version is available for those users that do not speak the 

Spanish Language. Apart from a slightly distractive change in colours and layout when 

switching to English, the user is warned by the statement “The content has been translated 

by a person that doesn't speak English, so any suggestion about it will be appreciated. Send 

them to info@fiestas.net” [18]. After surfing the site for a short time, it is easy to notice that 

most translations are partially missing and/or not accurate.  

 

In spite of the fact that this site provides the user with numerous interesting facts 

about the events taking place in the different towns and cities, the information provided is not 

accurate or properly updated. Moreover, it lacks an appropriate visual appeal and does not 

offer the user an instinctive use of it. In addition, the only alternative to the Spanish language 

is poor quality English. 

 

3.1.4. Whatsonwhen.com [19] 

 

 This site is a worldwide event 

guide search engine, only available in 

English. The user is able to make a 

search along certain fields (what, where, 

category, date) or surf different sections 

inside a country (Arts, Festivals & 

Heritage, Gay & Lesbian, etc.). Although 

it is possible to find information of Euskal 

Herria, more than one search has to be 

made, as the Basque Autonomous 

Community and Navarre are treated as 

different counties within Spain, as well as 

the northern part situated in France as 

another country. 

 

Traditional events along with music festivals are to be found in the site. Most of them 

containing descriptions, pictures, contact information (usually area’s Tourist Information 

telephone number) and a map showing the geographical point. Once again, this site focuses 

on annual events, and no casual or minor events are reflected. On the other hand, the fact 

that the ‘search box’ remains in place on the screen regardless the page surfed, provides 

the user with an easy and effective experience. 

!"#$%&'>5?@+:0-9<@&95A-7'
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3.1.5. Ondopasa.com [20] 

 

 It is a blog styled website where 

new event entries made by the admin 

are shown at the top while pushing older 

ones further down. The majority of the 

events mentioned in this site are city 

festivals (an annual event where the city 

is transformed for four to eight days into 

a party for the enjoyment of its citizens). 

This website can be regarded as a 

useful site as each event entry comes 

with a picture and very detailed 

information about times and places for 

each day. 

 

Despite the great amount of 

information provided in this website, Basque is the only language option that is available. In 

addition, the blog system makes it difficult for the user to follow events when they are 

published in bigger numbers. In the case of this happening (i.e. five events uploaded in a 

day), the user will be forced to scroll down several pages in order to find the first posted 

event. 

 

3.1.6. Debabarrenaturismo.com [21] 

 

 It focuses on the cultural offer in 

the Deba area (situated in the center of the 

northern Spanish side). The site presents 

an extent list of activities concerning the 

region (i.e. theatre plays, art exhibitions, 

puppet shows, etc.), with its corresponding 

place and time details. At the same time, 

the web offers a four language version, 

English, French, Spanish and Basque. 

Unfortunately, translation in events only 

works for the last two mentioned. 

!"#$%&'B5'C98-,+0+5A-7'
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3.1.7. eke.org The Basque Culture Online [22]  

 

 This site is part of the 

Basque Cultural Institute, which 

“collects and documents Basque 

culture and heritage in order to 

strengthen cultural relations 

between Iparralde (Northern 

Basque Country) and Hegoalde 

(Southern Basque Country)” [22]. 

As we can see in the picture it 

provides an ‘Agenda’ section, 

where events are categorized into 

different sections. On one hand, 

this web displays static information 

in four different languages (English, 

Basque, Spanish and French); on 

the other hand, events displayed are mainly limited to those organized by official institutions 

in the French territories. 

 

3.1.2. Focus group1 

In order to achieve a higher degree of dynamization, in terms of accessing desired 

information, a focus group was done to obtain data from real users. Due to the nature of the 

focus group process, only three main topics could be addressed. These are: 

 

-       How could a website identify events a user may like? 

-       How could a user be informed of these without resulting in spam? 

-       How could content in the website be categorized to be easy to use as well as specific? 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
;!(2!=>?@ABC!DBE!BCC?B@!F=!GBCC?2!H?FI??2!FG?J?!KL2ML2NJ!B2M!FG?!=2?J!K@=D!B!
C@?>L=OJ!%=1OJ!P@=OC!B11=DCALJG?M!K=@!Q/&R!(JJLN2D?2F!7S!&!I=OAM!ALT?!F=!DBT?!1A?B@!
FGBF!FG?J?!B@?!FI=!J?CB@BF?!%=1OJ!P@=OCJR!ILFG!MLKK?@?2FR!HOF!BF!FG?!JBD?!FLD?!@?ABF?M!
F=CL1JS!0GOJR!JGB@L2N!JLDLAB@!@?JOAFJS!
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3.1.2.1. Findings 

-       Some suggested the system could analyse a user’s rates, reviews, attendance, etc. to 

suggest similar events. 

-       Others suggested the possibility of typing their email address into an event reminder 

form. Thus, when the event is about to happen the user will receive a reminder email. 

-       Some describe the registration process in websites as tedious and undesired. Although 

agreed that it is needed to save the user’s data on the system. 

-       Some suggested that each day of the week, the user could be reminded of an event 

that belongs to a different category (i.e. Monday is Music, Tuesday is Theatre, etc.). Others 

argued that would difficult spreading events uploaded one day in advance. Most agreed on 

the usefulness of an event suggesting service. 

-     There was general agreement in subdividing the content in a limited number of 

categories. Thus, making use of keywords to specify searches. 

-    A list of categories was tried but I realized that was not the right context.  

 

 

3.2. Requirement Analysis 

 

A basic requirement for the website I am intending to create is that the resulting page 

must pay special attention to the user experience.  As a result of many sections, the not so 

experienced user may not find the information he/she is looking for. Therefore, I personally 

believe, that the feature of having a ‘search box’ always visible during the visit to the site 

should be implemented, along with different fields to make the search customizable. At the 

same time, the information must be accessible by walking down submenus such as territory 

or type of event. 

 

The site must be able to be populated in different languages to overcome language 

barriers within the Basque Country and internationally.  

 

Despite the fact that just one of the visited sites presents a feature where users can 

submit events to the web, I believe it is essential to create participation and variety of 

content. All the same, events information should consist of more than plain text, and must be 

completed by the inclusion of map locations, user reviews, rates, pictures, videos, etc. At the 
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same time, the site which I intend to design, should work as a platform where users with 

similar interests can interact with each other. This can be approached from a non-intrusive 

perspective for the user experience using comments in events and a following system (i.e. 

Twitter) rather than internal messages (i.e. Facebook) 

 

On top of that, it is intended to offer a more dynamic approach than the currently 

existing ones. This will be achieved by providing users with the two different features. On 

one hand, the user acknowledges the system of events he/she may be interested. Thus, the 

system reminds the user before the event takes place. On the other hand, the use of a 

second search engine, designed for really specific values, that allows searches to be stored. 

The system repeated the search periodically and alerts the user of matching results, if any. 

 

  

3.3. Requirements Specification 

 

The following is a list of functionality that the system must meet: 

 

 

UR 

 

 

Description 

 

D/E 

UR1 Consistent layout throughout the site.  

It must be operable within common browsers and adaptable to different 

resolution.  Follow HCI discipline. 

As there is no specific range of users, the site must offer ease of 

understanding and navigation to avoid disappointment.  

E 

UR2 Multi lingual (English, Spanish, French, Basque) 

Any information must be accessible in every language at any point of the 

user experience. 

E 

UR3 Registered users can create events 

A number of fields must be mandatory to ensure a minimum quantity of 

information. In addition, creators will be able to edit and cancel events once 

uploaded.  

E 

UR4 An event displays its information and picture clearly 

Access to information is primary. Thus, events must be rapidly identified by 

picture and/or title. 

E 

UR5 An event displays additional media resources D 
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This could be implemented by using maps, videos and pictures 

All users can view pictures and videos. Only registered users can add more 

links. 

UR6 Registered users can comment in each event. 

Comments can be viewed by all users. These will provide a button to refer 

the comment to the administrator as ‘Spam/Inappropriate’. 

E 

UR7 Users make use of a search engine with different fields 

The search form must have an instinctive look of use while being able to 

perform specific searches. 

E 

UR8 Users can create an account into system 

Users must be able to create an account in order to make use of the site’s 

features. In addition, they should be able to edit and delete this. 

E 

UR9 Registered user can set a reminder of an event 

This should be displayed in a way that is self-explanatory. These reminders 

can be deleted by the user if desired. 

E 

UR10 Registered users can customise alarms for desired type of events. 

It should provide a look and feel similar to the search engine. And the 

possibility of editing and deleting. 

D 

UR11 Registered users can follow other users’ activity 

Users can activate/deactivate these followings at any point. 

This list of activities must only show data related to events.  

E 

UR12 Administrator section 

The site must provide a graphical administrator section where access is 

restricted to admins. This must provide control over the features of the site. 

E 

 

Note: E = Essential, D = Desirable 

 

  

3.4. Use Case Model 

 

3.4.1. Overview 

 

Unified Modeling Language is a graphic language to visualize, specify and document 

each part within a software project. Use Cases help developers to accelerate the process of 

understanding the project. At the same time, sets the bases in case of further development 

of the system. 
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3.4.2. High-Level Use Case Diagram 
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3.4.3. Low-Level Use Case diagram 

 

3.4.3.1. Low-Level Use Case  - Register into the system 

 

 

 

Use case 

name 

User creates an account. 

Description The user registers his details on the website to make use of certain 

features. 

Actor Generic User 

Precondition  

Basic flow The user receives a confirmation email after registering on the web. 

Alternate flow User details are invalid and a message is displayed with the 

relevant error. 

 

 
 

3.4.3.2. Low-Level Use Case  - Submit Search 

 

Use case 

name 

User searches the system. 

Description The user wishes to search the system and view the results to the 

query. 

Actor Generic User 

Precondition  

Basic flow The user enters the search query and then submits it to the system. 

The results are displayed within the page. 

Alternate flow If the search fails for any reason, then an error message should be 

displayed to the user. 
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3.4.3.3. Low-Level Use Case  - Set an Alarm 

 

Use case 

name 

User sets an alarm. 

Description The attender wants to set an alarm for a desired type of event and 

be contacted when similar events are uploaded. 

Actor Attender 

Precondition Use Case 1 

Basic flow Attender fills as many fields as desired and receives confirmation 

after submission. 

Alternate flow Submission fails and the reason is displayed on the screen to be 

read by the attender 
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3.4.3.4. Low-Level Use Case  - Set a Reminder 

 

Use case 

name 

User sets a reminder of an event. 

Description The user has identified an event that wants to be reminded before it 

happens. At the same time, it is being added to the attenders list. 

Actor Attender 

Precondition Use Case 1 

Basic flow The web acknowledges the user the okay with a message. 

Alternate flow If an error exists the user is informed by a flash message. 

 

 
 

3.4.2.5. Low-Level Use Case – Comment an Event 

 

Use case 

name 

User comments an event. 

Description The user wishes to add a comment to an existing event. 

Actor Attender 

Precondition Use Case 1 

Basic flow The user types the text into the dialogue box and presses the 

‘comment’ button. Then the comment appears the first one on the 

comments box. 

Alternate flow The user receives an error explaining the reasons why the comment 

has not been published. 
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3.4.3.6. Low-Level Use Case  - Upload an Event 

 

Use case 

name 

User uploads an event 

Description The user wishes to upload an event to the database and be 

displayed on the web. 

Actor Uploader 

Precondition Use Case 1 

Basic flow The user receives a message of submission accepted. 

Alternate flow Each error in the submission is displayed on the page. 
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3.4.3.7. Low-Level Use Case  - Follow a User 

 

Use case 

name 

User sets a following on another user 

Description The user has found a user’s activity he/she is interested in. 

Actor Attender 

Precondition Use Case 1 

Basic flow The web acknowledges the user, that the following has been set, 

with a message. 

Alternate flow If an error exists the user is informed by a flash message. 

 

 

 
  

 

3.4.3.8. Low-Level Use Case  - Admin Control 

 

Use case 

name 

Admin access the admin’s restricted area. 

Description The admin logs into the admin area and makes use of admin 

controls 

Actor Admin 

Precondition Admin logging details must be registered in the system. 

Basic flow The admin gains access to the area. 

Alternate flow Admin logging details are invalid and a message is displayed with 

the relevant error 
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4. Design  
 

(see Appendix D for bigger sizes of Sketches) 

(see Appendix F for bigger sizes of Final Designs) 

 

 

4.1. Internal structure 

 

The system must be built consistently and must perform different actions depending 

on the type of user. Thus, we can assume that the system consists of different levels of 

attributes. 

 

These are: 

1. Admin: Administrators have full access to all parts of the website, as well as design 

and layout. 

2. Generic User – Uploader: Registered users can submit their own events (also edit 

and delete), comment events, set reminders, follow other users and set alarms. 

3. Generic User – Attender: Non-registered users have read-only access to the website. 

Note: To register a new user, the necessary requirements are to fill in the registration form 

and verify the email account. 

 

4.2. Look and feel 

 

The website interface is one of the most prominent features to a user when first 

browsing the website. [23] 

The look and feel of the website is very important and thus warranted a close 

analysis into its design. 
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!!!!!!!!!!!! !
H1&:A@'(5'I98&J'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''H1&:A@'45'/K&9:'0@-<'

   

4.2.1. Layout 

 

The design that best suits the needs of this project is a three columns layout that will 

take 920 pixels in width. The first column is the so-called ‘suggestions column’ which will 

hold different values depending on the user’s attributes. The second and central are the 

most important as they will display the information requested by the user. Thus, the entire 

site takes up to 600px in width. Finally, the third column accommodates a rather static 

display. It consists of the search box, social media sharing buttons and ‘upload an event’ 

button, which is the main call to action button of the site. This last column, along with the 

header and the footer, are meant to suffer seldom, if any, changes while surfing the site. 

 

!
!"#$%&'D5'L+M-$:'?"%&.%+7&''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''!"9+2'E&0"#9'(5'L+M-$: 

'
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The header contains the logo, language selection and the horizontally lied menu and 

submenu. At the bottom we will find the footer, which works as a visual closing of the page. 

 

4.2.2. Content distribution 

 

The main content filter in the site is the menu. This is divided in menu and submenu. 

The former offers three options: Events, Locations, and Account. The latter provides seven 

different options that will vary depending on the menu option clicked. As submenu 

possibilities are directly related to the menu options, these fulfill the expectations of the user. 

Thus, I believe this approach results in quick and easy understanding from the user. 

These are the menu options with subsequent subsections: 

 

Event Location Account 

Gastronomy Alava Recent Activity 

Family Biscay Reminders 

Sports Gipuzcoa Alarms 

Scene Navarre Uploaded Events 

Tradition Labourd Followings 

Music Lower Navarre Profile 

Party Soule  

 

The Event submenu displays the seven categories that are used to categorize 

events. These categories must be relevant to the actual Basque cultural scene. In an 

attempt to be accurate with such a classification, a small questionnaire has been sent to 

different parts of Euskal Herria. Thus, these categories are a product of the obtained results. 

(see appendix B for questionnaire)  

 

In terms of spatial distribution, the eye of the user is meant to be brought to the 

central column at all times, as this holds the main information. This is the information 

requested by the user. The rest of the site keeps its structure at all times. However, the 

submenu and the sidebar will change the information displayed.  

 

4.2.3. Content display 

 

The aim of the site is to produce a pleasant effect on the eye while surfing; at the 

same time as offering an instinctive navigation, avoiding possible users’ confusion.  In order 

for this be achieved, the site will provide a consistent formatting. For instance, a link to an 
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event must be populated consistently throughout the site, regardless the section the user is 

in. This creates a connection in the user’s mind between the graphic display and the content 

itself. 

 

At the same time, this can be optimized by the use of color patterns. For instance, all 

‘Info’ buttons on the site are red, all info messages are green, etc. Thus, the user also 

relates a color to a certain type of content or action. 

 

I believe that most of events, nowadays, small or massive, provide a poster, flyer or 

similar to publish themselves. Collyer, Jonides and Bevan state that “A number of 

experiments have shown that when subjects are given instructions to use images as 

mediators (...), recall scores are remarkably high.” [24]. Therefore, the website is built 

offering great space for event pictures. Thus, root and sidebar offer more space for event 

pictures than for event details. When it comes to pages where events are populates as lists, 

each event picture can take up to 120px. This may be a detriment of the user experience, as 

he/she has to scroll down to reach the ‘next page’ button. However, this may also offer the 

user the possibility of quick skimming through the events. Thus, covering more information. 

 

In order to avoid an overloaded page and to populate clearly and efficiently, some 

content will be hold into tabs. Therefore, tabs will be used to group together related content 

such as translations or event additional information. 

 

     

!!!!!! !
!"9+2'E&0"#9'45'6+F0NO::&98&%0'''''''''''''''''''''!"9+2'E&0"#9';5'6+F0N*+,'
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4.2.4. Human Computer Interaction (HCI) 

 

According to Beard and Peterson [25b] cited by Zhang et al. [25] HCI is:  

 

The scientific study of the interaction between people, computers, and the 
work environment. (...)  to create information systems and work environments 
which help to make people more productive and more satisfied with their work 
life. [25b] 

 

Zhang further argues that: 

 
In general, Human Computer Interaction studies in MIS are concerned with 
the ways humans interact with information, technologies, and tasks, 
especially in business, managerial, organizational, and cultural contexts. [25] 

 

I personally believe that in the websites field, this helps to optimize the user 

experience by boosting satisfaction and productivity while avoid disappointment . Although a 

website can be aimed to a certain type of user, the difference in software used, personal 

condition, etc., must not be a detriment to the user experience. 

 

One useful tool that helps vastly, when is used right is CSS. The use of this styling 

code to create navigation bars or decorations improves web-loading times. In addition, the 

developer must use this to give the right size and spacing to text to be easily readable. The 

findings of “a study of online research habits” by the University College London, cited by 

Herath show that “The research team found that people are not reading online in the 

traditional sense while they tend to skim read, hop from one source to another, and ‘power 

browse’ exhibiting new forms of reading patterns.” [26]. Thus, the font size must be used to 

set headers for different sections. Moreover, this font-size property must be set as a 

percentage rather than pixels. Furthermore, all images must include an ALT that describes 

the picture, so that the page is friendly with software used by sight-limited people. Moreover, 

the use CSS styling must not just provide consistent colors and layouts, but also an 

adequate color contrast that offers the user’s eye a pleasant experience. 

 

Some may agree that a consistent layout and format (i.e. headings, outputs, etc.) 

throughout the project, leads to a user friendly website, especially for those who are 

unfamiliar to the system. However, there are several other factors that could enhance the 

experience. Nielsen argues that, Internet users have adopted certain expectations from 
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websites [27]. For instance, the company logo should be in the top left corner and redirects 

to root. Or, that the case that a search box exists this is situated on the top right corner. 

 

Moreover, as part of the display on the screen, there is also the menu. This must not 

just be easy to identify and use, but must also provide a limited number of options. 

“According to psychologists our short-term memory is on average only capable of storing 

seven items of information” [28]. Taking this in consideration I have decided to include seven 

options in the menu, to facilitate users experience. 

 

Other important principles taken in consideration are browser compatibility, color 

depths and monitor resolution. The latter varies the folding line for the user’s viewing of the 

page. Therefore, different monitors will cut off the page at different places. Thus, all the 

important information that helps to understand a page must be kept above the fold. 

 

 

4.3. Localization 

 

The idea of devising a corporate image is to create the perception that the general 

public will hold about the website. It could be understood as the defined personality and 

spirit that makes the site identifiable and different from the rest. As Charles J. Fombrun 

states in his publication, “word of mouth referrals are the sine qua nons of success” [29]. 

 

Taking that in consideration, on one hand, the site must be rapidly identifiable as an 

information provider for a specific area, Euskal Herria. This will be achieved by using a 

meaningful color pattern, the colors of the Basque flag (red, green and white). In addition, 

the header will be decorated with a semi-transparent and blurred picture of a typical Basque 

Event. This decoration will enhance the cultural side of the site and will give the user a 

general idea of what content is to be found. In case the user does not recognize these 

details due to the lack of familiarity with the Basque Culture, the logo will also be displayed 

along with a self-explanatory sentence for the site, that  is, “The Basque Country’s Agenda”. 

 

The button that triggers the search will be fitted with the word ‘Goazen’. Some may 

argue that this word is probably one of the most known Basque words for non-Basque 

speakers in Euskal Herria. It could be translated to English as ‘Let’s go’ or ‘There we go’. 

 

On the other hand, it must define its spirit of sharing platform by  making the buttons 

to contribute with events or translations always visible. At the same time, each of the actions 
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of creating, editing or translating an event are displayed as a micropost for a user’s activity. 

This is aimed not only to acknowledge contributors but also to encourage others. 

 

4.3.1. Name 

 

The name of the site is the word or words which unique meaning is the site by itself. 

And therefore, the term employed by users to refer to it. This means that the name must be 

catchy enough to be easily remembered.  Moreover, it has to have certain relation to the 

content the site provides. 

 

At the same time the name takes, most of the times, the place of the URL (what 

comes in between www. and .com). Therefore, it should provide an easy format in order to 

avoid typing errors or misspellings (i.e. Spanish and French alphabets comprise certain 

characters unavailable in other country’s keyboards) 

 

In addition, in order to be recognizable by the user in language terms, we need to 

take in consideration the three languages spoken in Euskal Herria (Basque, Spanish and 

French). 

 

As a start, the word ‘Culture’ has been chosen to be the most suitable one to fit, 

bearing in mind the three different languages mentioned above. 'Culture' translates as 

follows: 'cultura' in Spanish,  'culture' in French and 'kultura' in Basque. I consider this word 

to be good, not only because its different translations to the three languages are really 

similar; but also because it will be easily identified and related to Basque when used with the 

letter ‘k’.  

 

Some of the possibilities for the name of the site are the following: 

 

www.kulturada.com In Basque means “It is culture” and in Spanish “Big culture” 

www.kulturall.com Relates to the adjective ‘Cultural’ which has the same meaning in the 

three languages spoken. However, it also makes use of the English language, some 

possible readings could be ‘All the culture’, ‘All culture’ as in nothing but culture, and even 

‘culture for all’.  

www.kulturatu.com This is the Basque verb ‘to provide culture’ but also means ‘Culture You’ 

in Spanish. 

www.hiKultura.com ‘Hi’ is the informal second person singular of the subject pronouns in the 

Basque language, a widely known word throughout the Basque community. Another 
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possible reading can be done, if we take 'hi' to stand as the welcoming word in the English 

language, another international well- known word,  followed by the noun 'culture'. 

 

4.3.2. Logo 

 

A common logo2 is needed to be designed. 

One which would be displayed throughout 

the website and provide a common theme. 

 
!

!"#$%&'G5'L-#-'

 

 

At the same time a favicon (website icon) 

would be created from the logo.  

 

!
!"#$%&'P5'IA-9'

 

In addition, other icons and images 

throughout the page would follow the logo’s 

pattern.  

 

Note: the image displayed on the right is a 

single file. CSS allows the developer to 

display the upper half as the normal image 

and the lower one as the rollover.(mouse 

pointer over image) 

 

 

4.4. Architectural model 

 

The system will be build as a multi-dimensional hierarchy architectural model. This 

means that several hierarchies co-exist. Thus, there are many ways of browsing the same 

content. 

 

The next graphics identify the components that constitute the system 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4!I would like to thank Patricia Tesan [30] for her help in devising the logo.!

!"#$%&'(Q5'R&7"98'7&S'F$::-9 
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4.4.1. Model Diagram 
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4.4.2. Controller Diagram 
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4.5. System Behavior 

 

Description of the main features of the website. 

 

4.5.1. Logging System 

 

The registration system draws the difference between users that are allowed to 

upload events, post comment, etc. and the rest that perform read-only actions. In order to 

prevent fake or spam accounts, the registration process will require email account 

verification before the user can log in. 

 

In addition, accounts will be blocked after 10 times of attempting to log in with the 

wrong password. This will stop force brute attacks in from being successful. In the case this 

situation or one where the user forget his/her logging details, the user will left without 

access. Thus, the system will provide a reset password service. This will verify the user’s 

email account and make use of a perishable token to grant the user to reset his/her 

password during a certain period of time. Once again, being this perishable reduces the risk 

of a third user gaining access to another user’s account. 
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4.5.2. Search Engine 

 

Every user can use this module to search an event according to its categories, 

towns, titles and dates. 

 

Special care must be taken to build an algorithm that works as expected by the user 

and presents results according to the input specifications. 

 

I believe that displaying a search box with input boxes for all parameters that an 

event may have, could lead to confusion and visual stress. Thus, these fields have been 

reduced to five. This way it provides a more pleasant interface, while enabling the user to 

submit specific searches. 

 

H1&:A@';5'T0&%',$F2"A',%-."2& H1&:A@'=5'T0&%',%"K+:&',%-."2& H1&:A@'>5'T0&%'+AA-$9:'
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The fields are: 

! Keyword to search 

! Happening between this date 

! And this date 

! Belonging to these categories 

! In this town or province 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.5.3. Uploading Events 

 

The main aim of the website is to encourage people to share their events by 

uploading them to the database. Once the user is registered, this can be easily done by 

filling in a provided form. Although the list of fields can be seen as long, these are meant to 

provide not only useful information (price, map, etc.), but also to offer the viewer subsequent 

options, as visiting the official web page or ticket site. 
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Input fields will work as follows: 

! Mandatory  

Title 

Start Date 

Finish Date 

Province 

Description 

! Additional event info 

Place 

Address 

Town 

Price 

Picture of event 

! Event contact details 

Tickets 

Email 

Website 

Phone 

 

 

 

 

!"9+2'E&0"#9'B5'T,2-+8&8'&K&9:0 
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4.5.4. Translations 

 

 

Although there is a wide range of external tools to translate websites (i.e. Google 

translator plugin), RoR capabilities, nowadays, offer an easy internationalization system 

through the use of variables. This allows the developer to provide as many languages as 

needed for any static text. In addition, it makes the insertion of other languages in the future 

an easy task. 

 

An example to clarify the process: 

! Ruby in HTML 

<h3><%= t :greeting_user(@user) %></h2> 

 

! Ruby locales 

Spanish => greetin_user: ‘Hola "%{user.name}"' 

Basque => greetin_user: ‘Kaixo "%{user.name}"' 

French => greetin_user: ‘Bonjour "%{user.name}"' 

English => greetin_user: ‘Hello "%{user.name}"' 

 

 

H1&:A@'D5'T,2-+8'&9'&K&9: 
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  On the contrary, there is not an accurate system for translating dynamic content (i.e. 

the title or description of an event). Thus, as the content of the site relies mainly on users 

input, I believe that event details translation should also rely on them. On one hand, this will 

work by offering the uploader the chance to fill in the ‘upload an event’ form in the four 

languages of the site. On the other hand, registered users will be allowed to submit 

translations of already exiting events through the 

use of another form. In order not to overtake the 

intellectual property of an event, approval to add 

a translation will always be requested to owners 

before it is published.  From my point of view, 

this system provides balance of contributions 

while reinforcing the sense of community. 

 

 

Should the user change the language of the site at any point, that the page’s static 

and dynamic content will reload at the same URL. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.5.5. Reminders 

 

This feature alerts the user of the proximity in time of certain events. Registered 

users can enable this option in any event by clicking a call to action button called ‘Remind 

me’. If desired, users will deactivate the reminder at any point before the event starts. In 

!"9+2'E&0"#9'D5'L+9#$+#&':+F0 
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addition, every event will show a list of users who activated this option displaying them as 

‘likely to attend’ users. 

 

As a result of using the reminder service, the user will receive an email 72 hours 

(three days) before the event takes place. This email will provide the user with the event 

details, along with the attenders list and the last comments if any. 

 

!
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4.5.6. Alarms 

 

Alarms is a feature designed to work as a search engine, but with a significant 

characteristic. Instead of having to visit the site, the user only has to check his/her inbox to 

be aware of certain events. Unlike any kind of spam, this is set by the user and aimed to be 

used for specific needs like rare events (i.e. a chess lover would not like to miss a ‘chess 

competition’) or certain type of events (i.e. an amateur photographer who wants to 

participate in every ‘photographic contest’) 

 

These alarms are set by filling in a form which, apart from date field, shares the same 

composition as the search box described above. Once an alarm is enabled, its fields are 

checked against the fields of any uploaded event. Hence, when a match in similarity 

happens, the user is informed by email. This email will contain all the event details, along 

with people that are interested and the last comments. 
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4.5.7. Comments 

 

  Every registered user possesses the right to post comments in any event. These 

comments will go live instantly without the need of approval. Taking in consideration that 

users are human, mistakes in typing, submitting, etc. are likely to occur. Therefore, a five 

minutes time lapse is set to allow a user to delete his/her comment if desired. After this 

period, the system will not allow the user to proceed with such an action. Moreover, the icon 

that triggers the action when clicked will not be shown. 

pic of comment before 5 min 

and after 5 min 

 

Should a comment be reported to the admin and considered inappropriate, that it will 

not be deleted, but rather highlighted as ‘banned’. This not only allows back tracking in case 

of misunderstanding, but also shows the rest of the users that unsuitable comments will not 

be allowed within the site. 
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!!!!!!!!!!!! !
H1&:A@'(Q5'6+F0NU-77&9:0''''''''''''''''''''''''''!"9+2'E&0"#9'(Q5'6+F0NU-77&9:0'

'

      !
 

 

 

 

4.5.8. Followers and Followings 

 

Registered users can follow other users and/or be followed. More than as a ‘social 

website friendship’, this is meant to work as another channel of information. Every time a 

registered user accesses his/her account, a date ordered list of his/her followings (i.e. the 
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users he/she is following) recent activity will be displayed(i.e. uploaded event, edited event, 

new following, new reminder, etc.). 

 

 

 

!
!"9+2'E&0"#9'((5'R&A&9:'+A:"K":M'''''''''''''''''''''''''!"9+2'E&0"#9'(45'!-22-<"9#0'

 

 

4.5.9. Admin control 

 

The site is presented as a platform from where a community can be built for a 

common interest. This encourages users to participate and offer contributions, as many as 

they wish, with apparently no admin control. However, there are two main sections where 

the administrator must be in place. Firstly, it is its role to  ‘filter’ in approving uploaded events 

to be displayed. Secondly, handling reports of misconduct and acting as needed. 
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In the case of any of these two actions occurring(an event is uploaded  or a comment 

is reported as inappropriate) the admin receives an email with a description of the situation 

along with relevant options depending on the matter(i.e. ‘contact’, ‘delete’, ‘approve’, ‘ban’ 

etc.).  In addition, the admin can make use of the admin page, which offers full control over 

any user, event, category, comment, etc. 

 

 

 

!
'''''''''''!"9+2'E&0"#9'(;5'I9+,,%-,"+:&'A-9:&9:'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''!"9+2'E&0"#9'(=5'/K&9:',&98"9# 

 

4.5.10. Suggestions column 

 

This column sits on the left-hand side of the page at all times. It is meant to be a 

concise summary(mainly picture and title/name) of different activities within the system. The 

bar aims to suggest users different events(i.e. most viewed events), as well as attracting 

them to the system’s features (i.e. most followed users). 

 

Type of list to be display: 

 

! Common for every user: 

! Events with most “reminders” 

! Most viewed events 

! Most followed users 

! Latest upload events 

! If user is logged in: 

! Suggestion of events based on the categories where he/she has reminders 

! Uploaded by users he/she follows 

! Suggestion of events that match his/her town 
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4.6. Considerations 

 

4.6.1. Language barrier 

 

As mentioned above, the system must be accessible in four different languages: 

English, Spanish, Basque and French. This will be achieved by both translation systems 

mentioned previously.  

 

However, there is another factor to be handled, that is the towns’ names. Most of the 

locations are officially named in two different languages, Spanish and Basque or Basque 

and French. 

 

! San Sebastian(Spanish) = Donostia(Basque) 

! Saint Jean Pied de Port(French) = Donibane-Garazi(Basque) 

Unless the user enters both nomenclatures when uploading an event this will be 

partially hidden in the system.  When it comes to the use of the search box, users will miss 

part of the information requested or will be forced to duplicate the searches. 

 

To overcome this situation, users will be enforced to choose location from a present 

list of localities. In order to be accurate, the list will be asked to The Real Academy of the 

Basque Language. [31] 

 

4.6.2. Political Issues 

 

The former conflict between Basque separatists and both, French and Spanish 

governments, has always been of common knowledge to all. This long situation often leads 

to confusion between Basque Culture and separatism. Although this issue cannot be 

resolved within this project, this site is built and maintained in a way that it enhances the 

Basque Culture; as well as offering a neutral and impartial side to this conflict. 

 

4.7. Search Engine Optimization 

 

According to Lawrence, “A GVU  (Graphic, Visualization and Usability Center) study 

showed that about 85% of people use search engines to locate information” [32].Thus, it 

seems reasonable to argue that it is important to understand how these websites and their 

‘crawlers’ work to properly situate this site in the search results. 
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In order to receive an inside, up-to-date knowledge of the SEO techniques, I have 

had an interview with Miss Doherty [33], Digital Marketing Manager at SiteVisibility 

(Brighton). After the interview, I concluded that the following should be the major factors to 

take in consideration for my project: 

 

1. Title of the page + name of the site (66 characters) 

2. Adequate keywords 

3. Adequate description of the page + call to action (150 characters) 

4. H1 matches tittle tag 

5. Uniqueness accessing pages. Avoid unknown URLs resolving to root. 

6. Name images of the site with keywords or relevant names. 

7. Increase internal linking within the site 

8. Create a XML map site and uploaded it to search engines and/or directories 

9. Use Google Web Master Tools to look for possible errors in the site 

10. Use Google analytics to track and analyze visitors’ behaviour. Thus, spotting and 

improving weaknesses 

Note: 1, 2, 3 and 4 will vary according to each page. 

 

Google Keywords [34] tools has been used in order to get a better understanding of 

the keywords this site may include. At the same time, this has been asked in the small 

questionnaire stated above. The list of keywords obtained after examining both inputs is as 

follows: 

 

! Turismo Pais Vasco 

! Euskal Herriko 

! Escapadas fin de semana Pais Vasco 

! Jaia 

! Pays Basque agenda 

! Basque Country 

! Euskadi 

 

Note: These keywords are meant to be generic for the website. As the content of the site is 

dynamic, each page must use the generic keywords of the site, plus specific ones for the 

events. 
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5. Implementation 
 

5.1. Technologies  

 

Being aware of my lack of knowledge in this subject, I considered important to carry 

out some research before choosing the appropriate tools to accomplish this project. For this 

purpose, I consulted the Internet and several web developers. After having analyzed the 

information collected, the framework that most attracted my attention was Ruby on Rails. 

This is due to its fairly agile syntax and ‘convention over configuration’ concept. This means 

that, unless otherwise specified, there is a standard behavior and naming for common tasks. 

[35] 

 

The technologies used within this project is as follows: 

 

5.1.1. HAML 

 

Although web pages have become increasingly complex, it could be argued that their 

underlying structure remains remarkably simple thanks to the HTML (Hyper Text Markup 

Language) syntax. This allows the developer to format text, add graphics, sound and video, 

and save it all in a Text Only or ASCII file that any computer can read. This essential feature 

implies that web pages can be viewed on practically any browser or any platform. It 

guarantees the universality of the Web. [36] 

 

HAML (HTML A) works in the same bases. However, it offers easier and more 

understandable syntax by eliminating tag duplication with the use of indentation. It is 

especially useful when using Ruby code as it reduces time in coding [37]. 

 

5.1.2. SCSS 

 

SCSS is a stylesheet language that allows developers to attach style (i.e. fonts and 

spacing) to structured documents (i.e. HTML documents and XML applications), by 

separating the presentation style of documents from its content. It combines CSS3 

(Cascading Style Sheets) with SASS (Syntactically Awesome Style Sheets). The former 

enables the separation of style from content while supporting media-specific style sheets so 

that authors may tailor the presentation of their documents to visual browsers, aural devices, 
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printers, handheld devices, etc. [38] The latter supports the use of nested rules, 

variables,  etc. [39] 

 

Scert of the code: 

CSS SCSS 

#submenu { 

 position:relative; 

 background-color: #A58115; 

 text-shadow: #DDD 1px 1px 4px; 

 padding: 4px 0px 8px 0px; 

 text-align:center; 

 right: 25px; 

 margin-right: 184px; 

 width:714px; 

} 

 

#submenu div { 

 display: inline-block; 

 margin: 0 auto 0 auto; 

} 

 

#submenu div b{ 

 text-decoration: none; 

 font-size: 100%; 

} 

#submenu { 

  position: relative; 

  background-color: #A58115; 

  text-shadow: #DDD 1px 1px 4px; 

  padding: 4px 0px 8px 0px; 

  text-align: center; 

  right: 25px; 

  margin-right: 184px; 

  width: 714px; 

  div { 

    display: inline-block; 

    margin: 0 auto 0 auto; 

    b { 

      text-decoration: none; 

 

5.1.3. SQLite 3 

 

SQLite is an embedded database engine that, unlike other database management 

systems, is not a separate process accessed from the client application. It runs in the same 

process as your application. [40] 

  

SQLite sacrifices characteristics from bigger database systems, such as high 

concurrency, fine-grained access control, a rich set of built-in functions, etc. However, it is 

small, fast, and reliable, but first and foremost, SQLite strives to be simple. [40] 
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5.1.4. JavaScript 

 

JavaScript is a scripting language used to program various actions to be executed by 

the web browser. These actions are usually triggered by the user-website interaction and 

dynamically modify the HTML. It represents a useful tool to add special effect, populate 

content, validate data, etc. 

 

5.1.5. AJAX 

 

Ajax stands for "Asynchronous JavaScript and XML". However, it does not always 

have to involve XML.  It is not a language in itself but rather a framework that uses several 

technologies (XHTML, CSS, Document Object Model, XML, XSLT, XMLHttpRequest, and 

JavaScript). This server side coding uses the Javascript's XMLHttpRequest method to pass 

and retrieve data from the server.  Therefore, dynamically changing the content of a web 

page without the need of reloading the page. This makes a powerful tool to enhance the look 

and feel of a website. [35] 

 

5.1.6. Ruby on Rails (ROR) 

 

RoR is based on the dynamically typed, object-oriented Ruby programming 

language. This language, introduced in 1995, is heavily based on languages such as Perl, 

Python, Smalltalk and Lisp. This makes it easy to read by the user. [35] 

RoR is an open source 

framework developed to increase 

programmer productivity and reduce 

entry barriers to programming web 

applications. RoR is a novel Web 2.0 

framework that attempts to combine 

PHP's simple immediacy with Java's 

architecture, purity, and quality. RoR 

uses the Model-View-Controller (MVC) 

architecture pattern to organize 

application programming [41]. Three 

sub frameworks play a significant part: 

Active Record, Action View and Action Controller. The development of this 

project has used Rails 3.1 with Ruby 1.9.x 

!"#$%&'((5'RCR 
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5.1.6.1. RoR Gems 

 

These are already built pieces of Ruby code designed to help in the completion of 

different tasks. It is important to understand that these gems do not represent a drag and 

drop plug in but rather a piece of code that needs to be adapted to each application’s needs. 

And as in every programming language, these gems need to be refined to avoid clashes 

between versions, platforms and gem combinations. 

 

5.2. Base system 

 

The project began by implementing the basic requirements of the application.  These 

are users, sessions and events. The books by Ruby [35] and Hartl [42] helped me to 

configure models and controllers and operate them through the Rails console. These tasks 

took longer than expected due primarily to my inexperience and my will to set the 

foundations of the web application right. Once this was working as desired, the admin 

section was built reusing the already written code. 

 

5.3. Visual Representation 

 

A temporary layout, based on the initial design, was created. It provided the header, 

the footer, the search box and the main frame. Although the menu and the search box were 

not working, these allowed the developer to sense the measures of the display. In addition, it 

offered the possibility to assess what the planned layout lacked. Thus, depicting a future 

desired layout. 

 

At this point, controllers and views were linked.  This required learning new concepts 

such as active record relation, mapping relation, passing variables, creating routes, etc. 

 

In order to include a picture for events and users, the gem Paperclip [43] was set into the 

application. 
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!
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Apart from the available validations for models in Rails, some more were integrated [44] to 

avoid users uploading events with past or reversed dates. 

Comments were implemented using a tutorial [45].  

!
I9":"+2'E&0"#9';5'O9'&K&9:''''''''''''''''''''I9":"+2'E&0"#9'=5'H"#9'$,'

 

The authentication service was built from the ground up [46] in first place. However, the 

authentication gem called Authlogic [47] was shortly after implemented in order to provide 

easier implementation of future features (i.e. password recovery [48]). 

!
''''''I9":"+2'E&0"#9'>5'L-#'"9''''''''''''''''''I9":"+2'E&0"#9'B5'/8":',%-."2&'''''''''''''I9":"+2'E&0"#9'D5'V%-."2&'K"&<'

 

Social networks sharing and printing buttons were added making use of an external library: 

AddThis [49]. 
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5.4. Features Implementation 

 

After having implemented the main part (events and users) and the whole process 

(model, controller, view) was running, more features were developed and implemented into 

the application. 

 

In addition, access had to be configured to define the right of each user to access a 

certain page, view certain parts within a page or modify data. 

  

Categories have been introduced. Thus, they are displayed in “Events” submenu, 

filtering the events when clicked. At the same time, pagination [50] has been added 

to the lists allowing ten events maximum per page. 

!
I9":"+2'E&0"#9'G5'O'A+:&#-%M'''''''''''''''''''''I9":"+2'E&0"#9'P5'V+#"9+:"-9'

 

Similarly, provinces have been inserted and perform the same filtering query. 

!
I9":"+2'E&0"#9'(Q5'L-A+:"-90'''''''''''''''''''''''''I9":"+2'E&0"#9'((5'V%-K"9A&'

The translation of dynamic text, performed by the user, is implemented by using a 

form.  After a user submits the translation, the creator will receive an email 

requesting for approval. At the same time, these notifications can also be seen at the  
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‘Uploaded Events’ section. Before the translation goes live, the owner of the event 

has to accept it from the temporary view. 

 

!
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A registered user has two different profile views. An external one for the public, and a 

private one, which holds sensible data and can only be accessible by the owner. 

 

!
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When a registered user accesses his/her account section, he/she can surf through 

the reminders, events, followings, etc. that have been previously created. This last 

one has been implemented adapting a screencast [51] available on the Internet. 
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In the alarms section the registered user will find his/her alarms along with a small 

form to include new ones.  

!
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The restricted admin section displays the information in a similar way to the rest of 

the site. However, admin options (edit, delete, ban, approve, etc.) are present at all 

times. 
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At this point, the internationalization process3 started. It consisted in going through 

the entire code and replacing every string, phrase, text field, etc. by variables. When the list 

of variables was completed it was translated into the four different languages. (Spanish, 

Basque, French and English). This extraction of strings into variables was possible thanks to 

the, now standardized (from RoR v3.1), I18n gem. Some basic translation files that had 

already been done, such as date format, time format, serialize methods, etc., could be found 

on the Internet, in the Basque language included [52]. 

 

Certain features require other services to fully work. On one hand, event approval, 

reminders, alarms and translation make use of email services. Thus, this was temporarily set 

[53] and prepared for a future use. On the other hand, reminders need to be triggered by an 

observer method that is fired once a day. This cron task was firstly implemented using the 

Whenever gem [54]. However, as it was not working correctly it was replace by the Heroku 

Schulder Addon [55] 

 

5.5. Graphic environment development 

 

After having mostly implemented the behavior of the system, a graphical consistency 

was needed throughout the site. While developing this process, the layout remained intact. 

Those elements that already had been styled, also suffered changes in order to meet the 

new theme. 

 

Design created in Photoshop CS5: 

!
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Actual screenshot of the finished style: 

!
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5.6. JS and AJAX 

 

As mentioned above, the town field has been fitted with a JQuery autocomplete [56] 

function throughout the site. The autocomplete list is fed by the official list of towns in Euskal 

Herria. The list has been provided by Euskaltzaindia [57], the Real Academy of the Basque 

Language. This can be found in the attached cd (/documents/list_of_towns.doc). At the 

same time, JQuery tabs functionality has been used to organize related content in a more 

user-friendly manner. This has been done in order to gather information associated to an 

event (comments, interested, maps, etc.) or possible translations of an event in the 

upload/create form. 

 

In addition, AJAX is used together with the search option. This prevents the page 

from completely reloading. Thus, the menu and submenu remain where the user was. 

Moreover, the details inserted in the search box are visible at all times when the user 

performs a search. At the same time, returned results of a search may consist of several 

pages, therefore, the pagination system has also been implemented with AJAX to enhance 

the behavior stated above. All this was guided with the help of a tutorial [58] found in the 

Internet. 

 

Finally, Fancy JQuery Lightbox [59] was used to improve the transition and display of 

an event’s main picture. 
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5.7. Refinement  

 

At this stage the site seems almost complete. However, there are still many details 

that have to be implemented. 

 

The left bar had been created but set to show the same event content. Thus, the 

different content that was explained above (i.e. most viewed event, lasted uploaded, events 

related to the categories a registered user has in reminders) was implemented within a 

random function. 

 

At the same time, account email verification, captcha insertion and password reset 

functions were attempted to be implemented, without achieving success. Alternatively, the 

‘report spam’ button was correctly applied and the administrator will be informed in his inbox 

of any inappropriate comment. 

 

Moreover, user and events forms where revised in order to change standard 

text_field for some more smartphone friendly fields such as email, password, number, etc. 

 

 

5.8. SEO 

 

Page titles have been implemented [60]  to be displayed along  with the string,  “ | 

HiKultura”. In the case of the user being in an event’s page, the page title will be the one of 

the event in the user’s set language, when available. In addition, these titles, as well as 

event’s description, are loaded as metatags of the page thanks to a rails gem  [61]. At the 

same time, the event title is the only h1 tag that the crawler will find on its way down. This is 

due to the fact that most of the styling of the header and bars has been done trough CSS 

rather than tags. 

 

There was a problem with the root page. It was accessible from “root”, event/index, 

and any “root/*”. As Google crawlers dislike this, any URL apart from the indicated below 

redirects the user to 404. 

 Root 

Root/?locale=es 

Root/?locale=eu 

Root/?locale=fr 

Root/?locale=en 
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At the same time, the URL could work with or without WWW. For instance: 

! http://hikultura.com/en/events/new 

! http://www.hikultura.com/en/event/new 

Search engines understand these URLs as different pages. Thus, in their terms this 

means duplication of content. In order to avoid this, the site was set to check the URL every 

time is loaded and redirect to ‘www.hikultura.com/!’ if necessary. 

Google also values that the URL represents the depth of sections of the page. Thus, some 

URLs have been changed to reflect the menu selection. 

match 'events/category/:category' => 'events#category', :as => :category 

 http://www.hikultura.com/es/events/category/1 

get "account" => "users#microposts", :as => "account" 

 http://www.hikultura.com/account/ 

get "locations" => "events#locations", :as => "locations" 

http://www.hikultura.com/locations/ 

match 'events/locations/:province' => 'events#province', :as => :province 

 http://www.hikultura.com/events/locations/biscay 

  

Finally, a site map has been created [62] and a compressed version has been 

uploaded to the server. (a txt version of the sitemap can be found in Appendix G) 

 

5.9. Content implementation 

  

For the purpose of demonstration, the site4 has been fed with content gathered from 

different sites [63][64][65] on the Internet.  These are real events from Euskal Herria. 

However, some dates and users accounts have been faked for the same purpose stated 

above. 

 

 

5.10. Deployment 

 

This site is stored in Heroku [66]. Although it offers service for no charge it does not 

accept writing data (i.e. uploading pictures). Thus a storage system has been set in Amazon 

Web Servies [67]. AWS offers the service of storing data from multiple webs into a single 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8!0GLJ!1=2F?2F!1B2!=2AE!H?!K=O2M!L2!IIISGLTOAFO@BS1=DS!!#O?!F=!KLA?!I?LNGF!@?JF@L1FL=2JR!
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account. This is done by using different “buckets” that hold different sites. I did set my bucket 

in the closest server, Ireland. However, after trying different approaches I found out that the 

European buckets and Rails 3.1 have problems having both GET and POST methods 

working. Therefore, the site was forced to be moved into a server in USA. 

 

The domain, www.hikultura.com, has been obtained at Dyn [68]. In order to make the 

connection, DNSs have been applied to make this reach Heroku. 

 

At the same time, it makes use of gmail email service [69] through Google Apps [70]. 

Two email accounts have been created: 

! admin@hikultura.com - Emails regarding account verification, forgotten password 

and event submission. 

! info@hikultura.com -  Account that informs of activated reminders or alarms and 

translations pending of approval. 

 

 

6.  Testing and Evaluation 
  

6.1. Use case Testing 

 

Black Box test are designed to emulate a structured set of steps that defines the 

execution of a selected task. These are helpful to analyze the system behavior from the user 

point of view. 

 

 

6.1.1. Test 1 – Use Case 1 Testing 

 

Test Number 1.1 

Test Type Normal Value Testing 

Test Description A user registers a new account. 

Expected Result The user is registered into the system 

and is able to log in. 

Actual Result As expected 

Test Status Passed 

Test Failure Analysis Not required 
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Test Number 1.2 

Test Type Extreme Value Testing 

Test Description A user fills in the registration form but 

inputs a non-valid email format. 

Expected Result The system does not register the user 

and an error message is displayed 

stating the cause. 

Actual Result As expected 

Test Status Passed 

Test Failure Analysis Not required 

 

Test Number 1.3 

Test Type Extreme Value Testing 

Test Description A user fills in the registration form but 

selects an .XML file as a picture. 

Expected Result The system does not register the user 

and an error message is displayed 

stating the cause. 

Actual Result As expected 

Test Status Passed 

Test Failure Analysis Not required 

 

6.1.2. Test 2 – Use Case 3 Testing 

 

Test Number 2.1 

Test Type Normal Value Testing 

Test Description A user submits a search query. 

Expected Result The system displays a list of events 

within the user’s input parameters. 

Actual Result As expected 

Test Status Passed 

Test Failure Analysis Not required 

 

Test Number 2.2 

Test Type Extreme Value Testing 

Test Description A user submits a query with unexpected 
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parameters.*2 

Expected Result The system displays a list of events 

according to the user’s parameters, likely 

to be none. 

Actual Result As expected 

Test Status Passed 

Test Failure Analysis Not required 

*2 i.e. 

‘Town’ field: a town that is not in the autocomplete list 

‘Keyword’ field: “asdi?&ub@adfssf!!” 

 

6.1.3. Test 3 – Use Case 3 Testing 

 

Test Number 3.1 

Test Type Normal Value Testing 

Test Description A logged user submits an alarm to the 

system. 

Expected Result The system stores the alarm and waits 

for new events to be uploaded. At the 

same time, the user is informed of the 

okay with a message on the screen. 

Actual Result As expected 

Test Status Passed 

Test Failure Analysis Not required 

 

Test Number 3.2 

Test Type Extreme Value Testing 

Test Description A logged user submits an alarm with 

unexpected characters.*3 

Expected Result The alarm is triggered in the case it finds 

a matching event. Likely to be none. 

Actual Result Alarms with unexpected keywords seem 

to match events with standard 

characters. 

Test Status Not passed 

Test Failure Analysis This is due to the fact that keyword 
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comparison, between alarm keyword and 

event title, is not correctly set. 

*3 

Town’ field: a town that is not in the autocomplete list 

‘Keyword’ field: “asdi?&ub@adfssf!!” 

 

6.1.4. Test 4 – Use Case 4 Testing 

 

Test Number 4.1 

Test Type Normal Value Testing 

Test Description A user attempts to set a reminder on an 

event. 

Expected Result The system stores the reminder and 

acknowledges the user the okay with a 

message. 

Actual Result As expected 

Test Status Passed 

Test Failure Analysis Not required 

 

Test Number 4.2 

Test Type Extreme Value Testing 

Test Description A user, which is not logged into the 

system, attempts to set a reminder on an 

event. 

Expected Result The user is redirected to the log in page. 

Actual Result As expected 

Test Status Passed 

Test Failure Analysis Not required 

 

Test Number 4.3 

Test Type Extreme Value Testing 

Test Description A user receives a reminder email 

indicating that the event is happening in 

less than 72h and providing links to the 

event. However, this event has just been 

deleted by the creator. 
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Expected Result As the event had reminders, the system 

did not allow the deletion and is still in 

the database as ‘cancelled’. Thus, the 

user accesses the event using the link. 

Actual Result As expected 

Test Status Passed 

Test Failure Analysis Not required 

 

6.1.5. Test 5 – Use Case 5 Testing 

 

Test Number 5.1 

Test Type Normal Value Testing 

Test Description A registered user attempts to write a 

comment in an event. 

Expected Result The system stores the event and reloads 

the page with the new event view. 

Actual Result As expected 

Test Status Passed 

Test Failure Analysis Not required 

 

Test Number 5.2 

Test Type Extreme Value Testing 

Test Description A registered user attempts to write 

malicious code into the comment text 

area. 

Expected Result The text is saved as raw text and 

presented as plain text rather than being 

executed by the system. 

Actual Result As expected 

Test Status Passed 

Test Failure Analysis Not required 

 

Test Number 5.3 

Test Type Extreme Value Testing 

Test Description A registered user inserted a comment 

more than five minutes ago but has not 
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refreshed the page since then. Thus, 

he/she attempts to delete the comment 

clicking the already present ‘delete 

comment’ button. 

Expected Result The system does not allow the operation 

and states the reason on the screen. 

Actual Result As expected 

Test Status Passed 

Test Failure Analysis Not required 

 

6.1.6. Test 6 – Use Case 6 Testing 

 

Test Number 7.1 

Test Type Normal Value Testing 

Test Description A logged user attempts to upload an 

event into the system. 

Expected Result The system stores the event and waits 

for its approval. 

Actual Result As expected 

Test Status Passed 

Test Failure Analysis Not required 

 

Test Number 7.2 

Test Type Extreme Value Testing 

Test Description A logged user attempts to upload an 

event with mandatory fields being left 

blank. 

Expected Result The system acknowledges the user with 

an error for each mandatory field. 

Actual Result As expected 

Test Status Passed 

Test Failure Analysis Not required 

 

Test Number 7.3 

Test Type Extreme Value Testing 

Test Description A logged user attempts to upload an 
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event where the finish date happens 

before the start date. 

Expected Result The system acknowledges the user with 

an error stating the problem 

Actual Result As expected 

Test Status Passed 

Test Failure Analysis Not required 

 

6.1.7. Test 7 – Use Case 7 Testing 

 

Test Number 8.1 

Test Type Normal Value Testing 

Test Description A user attempts to follow a user by 

clicking the ‘follow’ button. 

Expected Result The system stores the following. The 

recent activity of the followed will be 

displayed to the user. 

Actual Result As expected 

Test Status Passed 

Test Failure Analysis Not required 

 

Test Number 8.2 

Test Type Extreme Value Testing 

Test Description A user, which is not logged into the 

system, attempts to set a following on a 

user. 

Expected Result The user is redirected to the log in page 

and states a message with the reason. 

Actual Result As expected 

Test Status Passed 

Test Failure Analysis Not required 

 

Test Number 8.3 

Test Type Extreme Value Testing 

Test Description A user is following another user who just 

deleted his/her profile. 
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Expected Result The actions performed by the deleted 

user remain visible as microposts. 

However, the user appears as ‘ Deleted 

User’ 

Actual Result As expected 

Test Status Passed 

Test Failure Analysis Not required 

 

6.1.8. Test 8 – Use Case 8 Testing 

 

Test Number 9.1 

Test Type Normal Value Testing 

Test Description The administrator attempts to access the 

admin area. 

Expected Result If log in details are correct, access is 

granted. 

Actual Result As expected 

Test Status Passed 

Test Failure Analysis Not required 

 

Test Number 9.2 

Test Type Extreme Value Testing 

Test Description A user attempts to perform admin action 

by typing an URL.* 

Expected Result The user is redirected to the Admin Log 

in page. Valid log in details required to 

access. 

Actual Result As expected 

Test Status Passed 

Test Failure Analysis Not required 

* i.e. www.hikultura.com/admin/users/16/edit?locale=en 
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6.2. Validation 

 

The website  has been put through the validators of the World Wide Web Consortium 

[71]. Results are as follows: 

 

6.2.1. Markup Validation 

 

Results pointed out 52 errors. Examples of these are the following: 

 

-Severe 

Line 36, Column 4: Element li not allowed as child of element div in this context. 

Line 108, Column 3: Element d not allowed as child of element div in this context. 

 

- Minor 

Line 132, Column 16: Duplicate ID block. 

Line 133, Column 20: Duplicate ID block_pic. 

 

These last ones are due to several event entries when events are listed. 

 

6.2.2. CSS Validation 

 

Results pointed out 119 errors Examples of these are the following: 

 

-Severe 

“no server error found’ 

 

- Minor 

.s_button:hover Property -moz-box-shadow doesn't exist : 1px 1px 5px #999 1 

.s_button:hover Property -webkit-box-shadow doesn't exist : 1px 1px 5px #999 

.rotate_text Property -o-transform doesn't exist : rotate(-90deg ) 

19 .ui-priority-secondary, .ui-widget-content .ui-priority-secondary, .ui-widget-header .ui-

priority-secondary Parse Error Opacity=70) 

 

The error stated are the result of CSS properties designed to achieve browser compatibility. 
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6.2.3. Broken Links 

 

Results pointed just one link broken. This is: 

 

Line: 13 http://s7.addthis.com/js/250/addthis_widget.js 

Some of the links to this resource point to broken URI fragments (such as 

index.html#fragment). 

 

This is due to the external library, Addthis, in charge of the social network sharing. 

 

 

6.3. Cross Browser 

 

The website has been displayed and checked in 93 browsers [72] in order to identify 

any problems in the display (Appendix H). Summary of the results are as follows: 

 

-Few browsers present problems displaying color right. 

-Few browsers do not respect float properties and some content is misplaced. 

-Many browsers display the page using the second font. As this has a bigger width, many 

elements are displaced. Thus, difficulting the understanding. 

The font used for the header and submenu, ‘Headline One’, provided a poor 

rendering in some browsers. Thus, it was replaced by a similar looking font, Franklin Extra 

Condense. Ass the CSS3 font-face property is not completely accepted, the browser will use 

Arial Narrow.  However, the latter has a bigger aspect value. Thus, takes bigger spaces 

when rendered.  In order to overcome this problem, CSS font-size-adjust with Franklin’s 

aspect value (0.49) has been implemented.  Unfortunately, this only works in Firefox 

browsers. 
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7. Conclusion 
 

 The testing clearly shows that most of the features in the site work as expected. 

Thus, the essential requirements have been met. However, there are obvious issues with 

the display of the website in certain environments. Although this could be improved by 

creating validated markup, some special CSS patches will be require for the site to work 

properly in browser such as IE. 

 

On one hand, the graphical part of the project needs to be worked on to achieve 

consistency and compatibility. In addition, it would probably benefit of AJAX and JS inclusion 

in order to achieve a more pleasant user experience. On the other hand, most of the 

features work properly and would need little refinement if required. However, some tasks, 

such as code improvement and further testing, would be recommended to be performed 

before the application is officially launched. 

 

At the same time, the system could be extended with more features. For instance, a 

badge system where different badges are gained depending on type and quantity of 

contributions (uploaded events, posted comments, added translations, etc.) could be added. 

Some of these badges could allow users to approve events, ban comments, etc.  In addition, 

it could also be extended from the content point of view. It could be easily scalable to reach 

other content, such as museums, mountain routes, etc. 

On a personal level, I feel this project has been a success.  Not only in achieving the 

required criteria, but also because of accomplishing it in a programming language in which I 

had no experience. Some may argue that, there are other types of powerful tools, such as 

wordpress [73], which are more suitable for inexperienced users. These ease the learning 

curve in order to boost productivity. I am aware of the fact that this project could have been 

done in a quicker and easier manner. However, I believe that the knowledge gained 

throughout this project creates a firm understanding of the subject that allows the developer 

to confront situations from different angles. Therefore, a fertile base has been set for the 

building of future projects. 

 

This website will provide a common platform for people willing to reach a wide 

audience in promoting their events and those who seek a broad catalog of different 

activities. More importantly, it will help to bridge the gap experienced in Euskal Herria by 

language, politics and border barriers. 
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9. Appendix 
 
9.1. Appendix  - Emails 
 
9.1.1. To: Basque Country Tourist info 
 
From: sa375@sussex.ac.uk 
To: info@basquecountry-tourism.com 
Sent: Tuesday, 8th of November 2011 9:51 
Subject: Basque Country Tourism - Contact 
 
“Hello, I would like to ask if there is any site(English) with  
information about traditional/popular parties/days of the different  
towns and villages of the Basque Country? Looking forward to hear from  
you. Kind regards, Shaun” 
 
9.1.2. From: Zarautz Tourist info 
 
From: turismoa@zarautz.org 
To: sa375@sussex.ac.uk 
Sent: Tuesday, 8th of November 2011 9:58 
 
“Hello,  
Of course there is. The oficial web site is writen in English. Here is the link: 
http://tourism.euskadi.net/en/ 

Nekane Urbieta                                               
Zarauzko Turismo Bulegoa  
Nafarroa kalea 3                                                                                 
20800 Zarautz  
Tel.: 943-830990     
www.turismozarautz.com”  

9.1.3. From: Vitoria-Gasteiz Tourist info 
 
From: turismo@vitoria-gasteiz.org 
To: sa375@sussex.ac.uk 
Sent: Wednesday, 9th of November 2011 13:48 
 
“El 09/11/2011 8:43, Oficina Municipal de Turismo escribió: 
Good afternoon, 
    Concerning to your information request about popular events in the  
Basque Country, in the case of Vitoria-Gasteiz and the province of  
Álava, you can visit our website: www.vitoria-gasteiz.org, and once  
there, pushing in " tourism" and there " practical guide" -"useful  
information" -"holidays and events" . You can look up there all the  
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popular holidays and events of our province. 
 
    I hope that this information can be useful for you, but if you would  
need further information,do not hesitate to get in touch to us again. 
 
    Yours sincerely. 
 
    Fdo: Susana Díaz de Guereñu. 
    Tourist Information Office.” 
 
9.1.4. To: Basque Country Tourist info 
From: sa375@sussex.ac.uk 
To: info@basquecountry-tourism.com 
Sent: Monday, 14th of November 2011 10:06 
Subject: Basque Country Tourism - Contact 
 
“Hi, 
I contacted you few days ago regarding some online information on popular events from the 
Basque Country. I am happy with the answers I got so far. However I would appreciate if you 
can point me where to get some information from the other territories(Navarre and northern 
Basque Country). 
Kind Regards, 
Shaun Althol” 
 
 
9.1.5. From: San Sebastian Tourist info 
 
From: sansebastianturismo@donostia.org 
To: sa375@sussex.ac.uk 
Sent: Monday, 14th of November 2011 11:44 
 
“Good morning,  
Information related to popular events:  
 
For Navarra:    
OFICINA DE TURISMO 
Avenida Roncesvalles, 4 
31002 Pamplona   
Tfno: +34 848 42 04 20                     
oit.pamplona@navarra.es   
 
For Iparralde:  
Dirección 
Javalquinto 
Biarritz (Las Landas) 
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Teléfono 33 (0) 5 59 22 37 00 
Web www.biarritz.fr  
 
Un saludo,  
Oihana Sukia 
Servicio de Atención al Turista  

 Tel.+34 943 48 11 66  

Fax:+34 943 48 11 72  

e-mail: sansebastianturismo@donostia.org”  

 
9.1.6. From: Bilbao Tourist info 
 
From: informacion@bilbaoturismo.bilbao.net 
To: sa375@sussex.ac.uk 
Sent: Monday, 14th of November 2011 13:47 
 
“Good morning, 
 We suggest that you should visit this websites: 
 www.bilbao.net                Inicio >>Bilbao>> Activities >> Fiestas, Festivals and Traditions 
http://turismo.euskadi.net/x65-
20178x/es/s12PortalWar/buscadoresJSP/buscadorM1.jsp?r01kLang=es              Inicio> ¿Qu
é hacer?: Agenda 
Kind regards, 
  
Alazne Zugazaga Rossi 
Departamento de Información y Gestión de la Visita - BILBAOTURISMO 
Plaza  Ensanche, 11 
48009 Bilbao – Bizkaia  
http://www.bilbao.net/bilbaoturismo  “ 
 
9.1.7. To:  Navarre Tourist info 
 
From: sa375@sussex.ac.uk 
To: turismo@navarra.es 
Sent: Monday, 14th of November 2011 16:44 
 
“Hello, 
I have been surfing the web looking for a web containing tourist information related to the 
whole Basque Region(Navarre and northern territories included) but I just found nothing but 
scattered sites. Could you please throw some light over the issue? 
Kind Regards, 
Shaun Althol” 
 
9.1.8. From: Zarautz Tourist info 
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From: turismo@zarautz.org 
To: sa375@sussex.ac.uk 
Sent: Monday, 14th of November 2011 17:10 
 
“Good afternoon, 
 Concerning to your email request I send you two links. 
 This is the Official Website of the Navarre Tourist Board: 
http://www.turismo.navarra.es/eng/home/ 
 This is the French-Basque Country,  Website: http://www.bearn-basquecountry.com/12-
8944-Home.php 
 I hope this will help you 

Nekane Urbieta                                               
Zarauzko Turismo Bulegoa  
Nafarroa kalea 3                                                                                 
20800 Zarautz  
Tel.: 943-830990     
www.turismozarautz.com” 

9.1.9. To: Euskaltzaindia 
From: sabendivar@gmail.com 
To: info@euskaltzaindia.net 
Sent: Friday, 23rd of March 201213:42 
 
“Egun on, 
 
Estoy realizando un trabajo en la universidad para el cual me es necesario un listado de 
todas la localidades de Euskal Herria. El Gobierno Vasco muy amablemente me ha ofrecido 
los datos correspondientes a la CAV, y me ha remitido a ustedes para los relacionados con 
Pais Vasco Frances y Navarra.  
 
El listado deberia comprender el nombre de la localidad en Espaniol o Frances y en 
Euskera. 
Ejemplo: 
San Sebastian / Donosti 
Saint Jean Pied de Port / Donibane Garazi 
 
Muchas gracias por su tiempo, 
 
Sergio Abendivar” 
  
9.1.10. From: Euskaltzaindia 
 
From: info@uskaltzaindia.net 
To: sabendivar@gmail.com 
Sent: Monday, 27th of March 2012 08:29 
Attachment:  02EuskalIzenarenArabera.doc  1029 kb   
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“Buenos días. 
 
Le adjunto el listado de los municipios de Euskal Herria. Verá que hay dos columnas con el 
nombre. En la primera está su denominación eusquérica y en la segunda el nombre oficial. 
En el País Vasco francés, excepto en los pocos casos en los que la forma es igual en 
ambos idiomas, la única denominación oficial es la francesa. 
 
Sin más. un saludo 
 
Mikel Gorrotxategi Nieto, 
Servicio de onomástica” 
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9.2 Appendix B -Questionnaire  
 
An email was sent to ten people from different parts of Euskal Herria. The email had a 
description of the website in hypothetical terms. Followed by two simple questions. 
 
9.2.1. Questions 
 
1. You are asked to divide all this information into seven categories. Which ones would you 
say? Bear in mind that an event can belong to one or more categories. 
 
2. In your day a day, when you try to look for this type of information on the Internet. What 
kind of keywords/sentences do you type in the search? 
(write as many as you do) 
 
9.2.2. Answers 
 
Name Province 
Estibaliz Biscay 
Categories Keywords 
- Gastronomy 
- Festivals 
- Exhibitions 
- Talks 
- Cinema 
- Sports 
- Kids 

- Basque cultural offer 
- (event) in (place) 

 
 
Name Province 
Natalaia Navarre 
Categories Keywords 
- Markets and fairs 
- Exhibitions 
- Sports 
- Concerts and festivals 
- Traditional 
- Shows 
- New 

Things to do in the basque country 

 
Name Province 
Alaitz Lower Navarre 
Categories Keywords 
- Gastronomy 
- Traditional 
- Music 
- Sports 
- Art 
- Kinds 
- Weekend 

-agenda (place) 

 
Name Province 
Rosa Alaba 
Categories Keywords 
- Musica -events (place) 
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- Theatre 
- Gastronomy 
- Where to sleep 
- Sports 
- Curiosities 
- Youth 

-agenda (place) 

 
Name Province 
Itziar Alaba 
Categories Keywords 
- Music 
- Theatre/Cinema 
- Art 
- Gastronomy 
- Sports 
- Shows 
- Parties 

- Euskal herria agenda 

 
Name Province 
Marta Labourd 
Categories Keywords 
- Music 
- Cinema 
- Sports 
- Theatre 
- Shows 
- Traditional 
- Gastronomny 

- events (place) 
- gigs (place) 

 
Name Province 
Laura Alaba 
Categories Keywords 
- Cinema 
- Theatre 
- Music 
- Exhibitions 
- Kids 
- Gastronomy 
- Outdoors 

-activities program in (place) 
-activities in(place) 
-weekend in (place) 
-free to do in (place) 

 
Name Province 
Javi Biscay 
Categories Keywords 
- Listen  
- Watch 
- Read 
- Take part 
- Taste 
- ! 
- ! 

n/a 

 
Name Province 
Arantxa Guipuzcoa 
Categories Keywords 
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- Music 
- Basqueness 
- Sports 
- Gastronomy 
- Markets and fairs 
- Traditional 
- Get to know Euskal Herria 

n/a 

 
Name Province 
Patty Biscay 
Categories Keywords 
- Geography 
- Outdoors 
- Gastronomy 
- Music and theater 
- Sports 
- Nightlife 
- Where to eat 

-events in (place) 
-traditinoal party in (place) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


